Read with Me…
Read a short story to your child, asking questions before reading, while you’re reading, and after you have finished.

Read with Me…
Allow your child to read his or her favorite book to you. (Remember, they read by telling the story based on the pictures.)

Read with Me…
Write down your child’s name and talk about each letter (what is the letter name and sound). Now take a newspaper and find all the letters in his or her name.

Read with Me…
Take a walk or a ride and read aloud to your child all the signs that you see. Ask your child to read the ones he or she might know.

Read with Me…
Start reading a story to your child. Let him or her guess how it might end, by telling you the end of the story. (Use the pictures to help determine what will happen.)

Read with Me…
Read to your child the recipe or directions for cooking your child’s favorite meal.

Read with Me…
Teach your child how to dial 911 and what kinds of emergencies would need a 911 call.

Read with Me…
Write a letter to your child and then read it to him or her. Ask your child to write a letter back to you.

Homework bracelets: Copy and cut out along dashed lines. Fit and tape on each student’s wrist.